Abstract. In this paper we formulate a new structure of spaces which we call it transversal (upper, middle or lower) ordered interval spaces. Also, we formulate a new structure of spaces which we call it transversal (upper, middle or lower) ordered edges spaces. We introduce this concepts as a natural extension of transversal probabilistic, Fréchet's, Kurepa's and Menger's spaces. This are concepts of transversal spaces with nonnumerical transverses. Transversal ordered interval and edges spaces are new concepts of spaces in the fixed point theory and further a new way in nonlinear functional analysis. In this sense , we introduce notions of the ordered interval contractions on upper and lower transversal ordered interval spaces and prove some fixed point statements as and further applications. This concept have very important applications in numerical analysis and quantum particle physics by L. C o l l a t z [Funktionalanalysis und Num. Math. Springer-Verlag, 1964].
Introduction, facts and history
The notion of distance d(x, y) between points x and y is very old and is essential connection with measurements. Certainly, the notion is present in works of Thales of Milet (circa 624B.C.-546B.C.), one of the seven wise men of the Antic Greece, the first man who predicted the eclipse of the sun (for the year 585 B.C.); he performed various calculations with distances and angles.
A perpetual monument to the old notion of distance is the Pythagora Theorem on triangles of Pythagoras of Samos (circa 560 B.C. -480 B.C.). In fact, this theorem was already known in Babylon at the time of King Hammurabi (circa 1728 B.C. -1686 B.C.).
Let X be a nonempty set and let P := (P, ) be a partially ordered set. for all x, y, z ∈ X. A transversal upper space is a set X together with a given upper transverse on X. The element θ = ρ[x, y] ∈ P if and only if x = y is called spring of space X.
Let k = ℵ α (α ≥ 0) be a regular cardinal. Call a topological space X an upper k-transversal space or a g(D α )-space if there exists ρ : X × X → ω α ∪ {ω α } := W such that ρ[x, y] = ω α if and only if x = y, ρ[x, y] = ρ[y, x], and if there is g : W × W → W such that (A) for all x, y, z ∈ X.
We notice, Fréchet's spaces are important examples of upper k-transversal spaces.
Open problem 1. Does for every regular cardinal k ≥ ℵ 0 there exists an upper k-transversal (i.e., an g(D α )-space) nonlinearly orderable topological space? Does some of upper transversal spaces have the fixed point property?
Let X be a nonempty set and we chosen an upper bisection function g : (R for a self-map ψ with the property ψ(x) → 0 (x → 0), then X is an example of transversal upper space, which where introduced in 1974 by M. Cicchese [9] . Special case of this spaces recently is considered Czerwik [13] .
In connection with the preceding, let P := (P, ) be a partially ordered set. The function ρ : X × X → P is called a lower transverse on X (or lower for all x, y, z ∈ X. A lower transversal space is a set X together with a given lower transverse on X. The element θ = ρ[x, y] ∈ P if and only if x = y is called spring of space X.
Middle transversal spaces. As a new space (or as third side of a given space) is a middle transversal space by Tasković [54] . In this sense, a middle transversal space (or middle space) is an upper transversal space and a lower transversal space simultaneus. For further facts of the middle transversal spaces see: Tasković [54] and [56] .
In the theory of metric spaces, as and in the theory of transversal spaces, it is extremely convenient to use a geometrical language inspired by classical geometry.
Thus elements of a transversal space will usually be called points. Given an upper transversal space (X, ρ), with the upper bisection function g : P × P → P and a point α ∈ X, the open ball of center α and radius r ∈ P is the set g B(α, r) = {x ∈ X : ρ[α, x] r}, till for given a lower transversal space (X, ρ), with the lower bisection function d : P × P → P and a point α ∈ X, the open ball of center α and radius r ∈ P is the set d B(α, r) = {x ∈ X : r ρ[α, x]}.
In connection with this, for any nonempty set Y in the upper transversal space (X, ρ), the diameter of Y is defined as Open problem 2. Does for every regular cardinal k ≥ ℵ 0 there exists a lower k-transversal (i.e., an d(D α )-space) nonlinearly operable topological space? Does some of lower transversal spaces have the fixed point property?
We notice, in connection with this problem, that work of Dj. Kurepa in 1963 is very important, where there is result that for every regular cardinal k ≥ ℵ 0 there exists a k-metrizable (i.e., an D α -space) nonlinearly orderable topological space. A proof of this result was exhibit by S. T o d o r č e v i ć in 1981. Also see K u r e p a [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
K a r l M e n g e r initiated the study of probabilistic metric spaces in 1942. A probabilistic metric space in which the "distance" between any two points is a probability distribution function. Every Menger's space is a lower transversal space (see: Tasković [54] ). The possibility of defining such notions as limit and continuity in an arbitrary set is an idea which undoubtedly was first put forward by Maurice Fréchet in 1904, and developed by him in his famous doctoral dissertation 1905 (publish in 1906).
In 1934 Djuro Kurepa introduced the notion of a pseudo-metric space: and in 1936 also Dj. Kurepa introduced , for a given ordinal α, the notion of ( α ) or (D α ) as the class of pseudo-metric spaces. The case α = 0 coincides with the class of metric spaces.
A special feature in the former notions (of F r é c h e t and K u r e p a) is the "triangular relation" occurring in the elementary geometry and in many other cases.
At the same time, Fréchet consider instead of triangular relation, apparently weaker, regularity condition: There exists a self-map f of R + := (0, +∞) into itself such that f (x) → 0 (x → 0) and that for any triple (a, b, c) of elements of X one has ρ(a, b) < x and ρ(b, c) < x implies ρ(a, c) < f (x).
Fréchet remark that metric spaces (X, ρ) and preceding spaces (X, ρ, f ) with the regularity condition have similar properties. In 1910 he asked whether this two classes of spaces should be the same. C h i t t e n d e n in 1917 confirmed this conjecture. A simple proof was exhibited by F r i n k in 1937.
We remarked that an important example of upper transversal spaces is also and every Fréchet's space with the regularity condition. For this an upper bisection function g : (R 0 + ) → (R 0 + ) can be defined by g(s, t) = max{x, f (x)}. On the other hand, let τ = ω µ be a regular cardinal number, X a set, and (G, +, ) a linearly ordered abelian group with cofinality cof(G) = ω µ at the identity element 0 ∈ G (which means that 0 is the infimum of strictly decreasing τ -sequence {x α : α ∈ τ } ⊂ G\{0 }). An τ -metric on X is a function ρ : X × X → G which satisfies all the metric axioms (i.e., ρ[x, y] = 0 if and
This definition of spaces X was given by R. Sikorski in 1950 using the name ω µ -metrizable topological space (if its topology can be induced by some ω µ -metric on X).
Call, for k = ℵ α (α ≥ 0), a topological space X a k-metrizable space or a D α -space if there exist ρ : X × X → ω α ∪ {ω α } and φ : ω α → ω α such that: ρ(x, y) = ω α if and only if x = y, ρ(x, y) = ρ(y, x), and if ρ(x, y) > φ(ξ) and ρ(y, z) > φ(ξ) implies ρ(x, z) > ξ. This definition of space X was given by Dj. Kurepa in 1934.
Obviously, ω µ -metrizable topological spaces are fundamental examples of upper transversal spaces with the upper bisection function g : G × G → G defined by g(s, t); = s + t.
Also, D α -spaces of Dj. Kurepa for α ≥ 0 are fundamental examples of lower transversal spaces with the lower bisection function d : P × P → P defined by d(s, t) := inf{ξ, φ(ξ)} for some function φ : ω α → ω α and ξ < ω α . A fundamental first example of upper transversal space for the upper bisection function g : (R 0 + ) 2 → R 0 + defined by g(s, t) := s + t is a metric space.
Upper transverses on partially ordered intervals
In connection with the preceding, let P := (P, ) be a partially ordered set and for a, b ∈ P and a b, the set (interval) [a, b] is defined by [a, b] := {t : t ∈ P and a t b}.
A transversal upper ordered interval space is a set X together with a given upper ordered interval transverse ρ :
where every decreasing sequence {u n } n∈N of elements in [a, b] has a unique element u ∈ [a, b] as limit (in notation u n → u or lim u n = u).
In further, let S be a nonempty totally ordered set. A mapping M : S → [a, b] for a b is called an upper function if it is decreasing with inf M = a and sup M = b. We will denote by D the set of all upper functions.
Next two spaces are very interesting examples upper ordered interval spaces.
First, an upper ordered statistical space is a pair (X, R), where X is an abstract set and R is a mapping of X × X into the set of all upper functions D. We shall denote the upper function R(u, v) by M u,v (x) or M u,v whence the symbol M u,v (x) will denote the "value" of M u,v at x ∈ S. The functions M u,v assumed to satisfy the following conditions: Also, M u,v (x) may be interpreted as the "measure" that the distance between u and v is less that x. Second example of transversal upper ordered interval space, an upper ordered interval space (or Tasković's ordered interval space from [55] ) is a nonempty set X together with the functions M u,v (x) with the following properties: M u,v = M v,u , M u,v (c) = b for some c ∈ S, (Eq), and if there is a nondecreasing function f :
for all u, v, r ∈ X and for all x, y c. (Namely, the function f :
We notice, if we had chosen an upper ordered bisection (interval) function g :
, then we immediate obtain that every upper ordered interval space, for ρ[u, v] = M u,v , is a transversal upper ordered interval space, because in this case from (Nt) for y = x the following inequalities hold:
On the other hand, if:
for all u, v, r ∈ X and for every x c, then it is an example of transversal upper ordered interval space also.
A very characteristic example, for further work, of the transversal upper ordered interval spaces is the following space in the following form.
A transversal upper ordered interval T -space is a pair (X, ρ), where X is a transversal upper ordered interval space and where the upper ordered interval transverse
for some c ∈ S, and (Eq).
In further, the concept of a neighborhood can ce introduced and defined with the aid of the upper ordered interval transfers. In fact, neighborhoods in transversal upper ordered interval spaces may be defined in several nonequivalent ways. Here we shall consider only one of these.
If p ∈ X, µ c for some c ∈ S and r a, then an (µ, r)-neighborhood of p, denoted by U p (µ, r), is denoted by 
The proof is complete.
From the preceding facts, in this topology a sequence {p n } n∈N in X converges to a point p ∈ X (in notation p n → p) if for some c ∈ S and for every µ c and every σ a, there exists an integer M(µ, σ) such that 
, and conversely.
Proof. If x c, then for every ε a, there exists an integer M(x, ε) such that M p,pn (x) ε whenever n ≥ M(x, ε). But this means that
The converse is immediate. The proof is complete. On the other hand, if T : X → X, then a function u → M u,T u (x) is ordered lower semicontinuous at ξ ∈ X if {u n } n∈N is a sequence in X and u n → ξ (n → ∞) implies that M ξ,T ξ lim M un,T un (x) for every x ∈ S.
In connection with the preceding, the sequence {p n } n∈N will be called fundamental in X if for some c ∈ S and for each µ c, σ a there is an integer M(µ, σ) such that ρ[p n , p m ] = M pn,pm (µ) σ whenever n, m ≥ M(µ, σ), or in an equivalent entry as
In analogy with the completion concept of metric space, a transversal upper ordered interval space X will be called complete if each fundamental sequence in X converges to an element in X.
In further we introduce a notion of an ordered interval upper contraction on a transversal upper ordered interval space and prove a fixed point statement.
A mapping T of a transversal ordered upper interval space (X, ρ) into itself for ρ[u, v] = M u,v (x) will be called an ordered interval upper contraction in there exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S, for some c ∈ S that is lim n→∞ M u,v ϕ n (t) = a for every t c, (As) and such that
for all u, v ∈ X and for every x c. 
If T is any ordered interval upper contraction mapping of X into itself, then there is a unique point p ∈ X such that T p = p. Moreover, T n q → p for each q ∈ X.
Proof. For this proof the following inequalities are essential. Namely, from the conditions for the function g :
we obtain the following inequalities (1) g(s, t) g sup{s, t}, sup{s, t} sup{s, t}
On the other hand, since X is a transversal ordered upper interval space, for some c ∈ S and for every x c we have from (1) the following inequalities
To prove the existence of the fixed point, consider an arbitrary u ∈ X, and define u n = T n (u), for n ∈ N∪{0}. We show that sequence {u n } n∈N∪{0} is fundamental in X. Then for t c and m > n (m, n ∈ N) from (2) is
On the other hand, since T is an ordered interval upper contraction mapping, from (2) we obtain for every t c the following inequalities
and thus
From (4) and (5) it follows by induction that for every integer k ∈ N the following inequality holds
for every n ∈ N. Hence, from the former inequality (3), we obtain
Hence, since {M u 0 ,u 1 (ϕ n (t))} n∈N is a decreasing sequence from definition of the limes on [a, b] and (As), {u n } n∈N∪{0} is a fundamental sequence in X. Since X is a complete space, there is an
is an ordered lower semicontinuous function, from (As) and (6), we have
i.e., this means that is T p = p. We further prove the uniqueness. Suppose p = q and T p = p, T q = q. Then, there exists an x c and an a r b, such that M p,q (x) = r. However, since T is an ordered interval upper contraction mapping, we have
and thus M p,q (x) M p,q (ϕ(x)), i.e., by induction,
and hence, since M p,q (ϕ n (x)) → a as n → ∞, it follows that r = a, i.e., p = q. This contradicts the choice of a r b, and therefore, the fixed point is unique. The proof is complete.
In connection with the preceding statement, from our the Principle of Symmetry (see: Math. Japonica, 35 (1990) , p. 661), we obtain as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 the following result. 
If there exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S with the property (As) for some c ∈ S and if for each u ∈ X there is a positive integer n = n(u) such that
for every v ∈ X for every x c, then T has exactly one fixed point p ∈ X and T n q → p for every q ∈ X.
On the other hand, from the preceding facts, since every upper ordered interval space is a transversal upper ordered interval T -space, hence Theorems 1 and 2 holds and for upper ordered interval spaces; similar, and for upper ordered statistical spaces.
Also, as an immediate consequence of the preceding Theorem 1 we obtain directly the following interesting cases of upper ordered interval contractive mappings:
(M) There exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S with the property (As) for some c ∈ S such that for each u, v ∈ X and for every x c the following inequality holds
If the interval [a, b] for a b is a totally ordered set, then as a directly consequence of the Theorem 1 we obtain the following case of upper ordered interval contractive mappings:
(N) There is an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S with the property (As) and for all u, v ∈ X and for every x c that is
for a < b and S = R, then we obtain the following two cases of upper ordered interval contractive mappings:
(S) There exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that for each p, q ∈ X, for some c ∈ R and for every x > c the following inequality holds
(R) There exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that for each u, v ∈ X, for some c ∈ R and for every x > c the following inequality holds
Annotations. In connection with the preceding facts, we notice that third characteristic example of a transversal upper ordered interval space is so-called upper edges ordered space of the form (X, ρ), where X is a nonempty set and ρ : X × X → 
for all x, y, z ∈ X. In this sense, an example, we can suppose that every decreasing sequence of elements in [a, b) has a unique element as limit in [a, b) .
In this sense, in upper edges ordered space (X, ρ), the sequence {x n } n∈N upper converges (or upper edges ordered converges) to a point x ∈ X (in notation x n → x (n → ∞)) if for some decreasing sequence {a n } n∈N in [a, b) which converges to a the following inequality holds in the form ρ[x, x n ] a n for every n ∈ N, or for n large enough.
On the other hand, in connection with this, the sequence {x n } n∈N in X will be called upper fundamental (or upper edges ordered fundamental) if the following inequality holds in the form ρ[x n , x m ] a n for all n, m ∈ N (n < m), or for n and m large enough, where the decreasing sequence {a n } n∈N in [a, b) converges to a.
An upper edges ordered space (X, ρ) is called upper complete (or upper edges ordered complete) if any upper fundamental sequence {x n } n∈N in X is upper convergent (to a point of X, of course). For further results on upper edges ordered spaces see: Tasković [57] .
Examples of the transversal upper edges ordered spaces. In the next section of this part paper we give some illustrations of the upper edges ordered spaces and the set [a, b). Example 1. (K u r e p a [27] ). As a first example of upper edges ordered spaces we obtain so-called pseudodistantial space by Ð. Kurepa with the nonnumerical transverse (of the form) for the bisection function g(s, t) = s + t. In this case the nonnumerical transverse is given in the partially ordered set [a, b), where the element a in the partially ordered set G of the following form: [a, b) = (G, +, ) is a linearly ordered abelian groups with cofinality cof(G) = w µ at he identity element a = θ ∈ G (which means that a is the infimum of a strictly decreasing τ -sequnce. An τ -metric on X is a function ρ : Example 2. (Kantorovitch's lineal, K a n t o r o v i t c h [26] ). Let K be a real linear space and K be a K-lineal, by L.V. Kantorovitch. In this sense, K is a K-lineal if there exists an element θ ∈ K as a neutral element such that θ x for all x ∈ K, and if the partially ordering is defined with x y if and only if x − y θ for all x, y ∈ K such that the following hold:
(i) x θ, y θ implies x = θ, x + y θ, and xy θ; (ii) there exists sup{x, y} for two arbitrary elements x, y ∈ K. In this case, [a, b) = K with nonnumerical upper transversal ρ : X × X → K as an element in K.
Example 3. (M -sets, Tasković [51] ). Let O be a partially ordered set by the relation such that there exists θ ∈ O with the property: a) θ u for every u ∈ O. Also, 2): for every nonincreasing sequence {u n } n∈N there exists the uniques element u ∈ O called the limit of {u n } n∈N all signed by u = lim n→∞ u n (alternative designation u n ↓ u) such that: u n = u (for n ∈ N) implies u n ↓ u; if u n ↓ u, v n ↓ v, u n v n then u v; and the limit of {u n } n∈N is invariant with respect to the initial conditions. The partially ordered set O with the preceding properties we call the M-set.
We notice that the property 2) is specially realized if in O is introduced the usual ordered topological structure and eachy subset of O from the upper side bounded has its supremum, the term of limit having its standard meaning.
If the set [a, b) = O where a = θ we obtain an upper nonnumerical transverse ρ : X × X → O as an element in [a, b). It is evident that ρ satisfy all conditions of the upper transversal ordered edges transverse!! Example 4. (The cone metrical spaces, K u r e p a [30] ). We begin by introducing a structure ot the ordered Banach space and define a cone metric space. Let E be a real Banach space and P a subset of E. In this case P is called a cone if: P is a closed, nonempty set and P = {0}, ax + by ∈ P for all a, b ∈ R (a, b ≥ 0) and x, y ∈ P , and x ∈ P such that −x ∈ P implies x = 0. In this case a = 0 ∈ [a, b).
Given a cone P ⊂ E we define a partially ordering with respect to P by x y if and only if y − x ∈ P . We shall write x y iff x y and x = y. Also, we shall write x y iff y − x ∈ Int P , where Int P denotes the interior of P . In this sense, suppose that the mapping ρ : X × X → E has all the metric axioms as in the papers: K u r e p a [30] , C o l l a t z [11] and S i k o r s k i [50] . Thus ρ satisfis all the axioms of the upper transversal ordered edges spaces (as and all axioms of Kurepa's pseudodistantial spaces, see: K u r e p a [30] ).
Equations on edges ordered spaces. In connection with the edges ordered spaces we have the following applications. Let P := (P,
2 → [a, b) is nondecreasing such that ψ(t, t) t for all t ∈ [a, b). Let X be an upper complete space, and let K := K(z, r) ⊂ X be a sphere. If T : X k → X (for a fixed k ∈ N), and if there exists a continuous nondecreasing function f :
has the unique solution a. If there exists q ∈ [a, b) such that ρ z, T (z, . . . , z) q and sup q, f (r, . . . , r) r, where f (y, . . . , y) y for r y, then the following facts hold in suitable form as: 1) T (ξ, . . . , ξ) = ξ for some ξ ∈ K(z, r).
2) The point ξ ∈ K(z, r) is the limit of the sequence {x n } n∈N in the space X defined by the following equalities of the form as
where the points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ K(z, r) are arbitrarily chosen. In this context, the unique solution of the following equation of the form as,
is the point ξ = lim n→∞ x n and holds the following inequality in the form as ρ[x n+k , ξ]
A n+k (y), where A i (y) := f i (y, . . . , y) = y for i k and for i > k that is . . . , y) , . . . , f i−1 (y, . . . , y) .
Some annotations. In the Figure 1(i) we give the geometric interpretation of the preceding localization statement which is realized by the condition (A') on a sphere K. On the other hand, in 1977 we have a localization condition of the form as
for all points u 1 , . . . , u k+1 ∈ X, where all other facts of Theorem 3 hold. For (B') we give a geometric interpretation on Figure 1 (ii) also. In connection with the preceding facts see: W a ž e w s k i [61] , K u r p e l j [15] , and T a s k o v i ć [51] .
Figure 1.
Also, we notice that under the preceding conditions of Theorem 3 substituting the condition (A') with the following condition of the form as
for all u i , v i ∈ K(z, r) with i = 1, . . . , k and where T n : X k → X (k ∈ N is fixed) for n ∈ N is a sequence of functions, and ρ[z, T (z, . . . , z)] q with ρ[z, T n (z, . . . , z)] q; affirmation of Theorem 3 is valuable, but relates to the sequence of the form as x n+k = T n (x n , . . . , x n+k−1 ) for n ∈ N.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let K := K(z, r) ⊂ X be a sphere and let u 1 , . . . , u k ∈ K(z, r) be arbitrary points. Since X is an upper edges transversal ordered space and ψ is increasing, then we have the following inequalities in the form as
sup f (r, . . . , r), q, ψ f (r, . . . , r), q sup f (r, . . . , r), q r,
we conclude that the mapping T maps (K(z, r)) k into K(z, r). Let x n ∈ K(z, r) for n ∈ N. Then we obtain the following inequalities in the form as
sup r, r, ψ(r, r) sup{r, r, r} = r y for m ∈ N and for i = 1, . . . , k. On the other hand, we supposed that the following fact holds in the following form as
for i = 1, . . . , k and where f i (y, . . . , y) = y := A i (y) for i k, and where the following convention holds in the suitable form as f i (y, . . . , y) = f f i−k (y, . . . , y), . . . , f i−1 (y, . . . , y) := A i (y) for i > k; i.e., then in the context of the preceding facts we obtain the following inequalities in the form as
f f n+1 (y, . . . , y), . . . , f n+k (y, . . . , y) := f n+k+1 (y, . . . , y) := A n+k+1 (y), and thus (7) holds for every n ∈ N. Also, we have A 1 (y) = · · · = A k (y) = y. If we suppose that A n+i (y) A n+i−1 (for i = 1, . . . , k), then
therefore, the sequence {A n (y)} n∈N is nonincreasing such that a A n (y), i.e., this sequence is convergent. Let A n (y) → α (n → ∞). Then α satisfies the equation x = f (x, . . . , x), i.e., α = a. Hence, by upper completeness of X, there is an ξ ∈ X such that ξ = lim n→∞ x n ∈ K(z, r). Making m → ∞ in (7) we get ρ[x n+k , ξ] A n+k (y). On the other hand, we have
hence, for n → ∞ we get that ξ satisfies the equation x = T (x, . . . , x). If η ∈ K(z, r) is an element satisfying η = T (η, . . . , η), then
sup r, r, ψ(r, r) r y = A i (y)
for i = 1, . . . , k. If the following inequality holds in the form ρ[η, x n+i ] A n+i (y) for i = 1, . . . , k, then the following inequalities hold in the form as
which means that a ρ[η, x n+i ] A n+i (y) for every n ∈ N. Hence, as n → ∞, we obtain the following inequalities a ρ[η, ξ] a, i.e., η = ξ, because X is an upper edges transversal ordered space. The proof is complete. Open problem 16. Let (X, ρ) be a lower edges transversal ordered space with the lower bisection function d :
, to invent suitable sufficient conditions for solutions of the following equation in the form as x = T (x, . . . , x) for x ∈ X on the lower edges transversal ordered space X, does possible some condition of the symmetric form from (A')? To invent a suitable statement on the lower edges transversal ordered space?!
Lower transverses on partially ordered intervals
In connection with with the preceding, the function ρ : X × X → A transversal lower ordered interval space is a set X together with a given lower ordered interval transverse ρ : X × X → [a, b] for a b on X, where every increasing sequence {u n } n∈N of elements in [a, b] has a unique element u ∈ [a, b] as limit (in notation u n → u or lim u n = u).
Let S be a nonempty totally ordered set. A mapping N : S → [a, b] for a b is called a lower function if it is increasing with inf N = a and sup N = b. We will denote by L the set of all lower functions.
Otherwise, a middle transversal ordered interval space is an upper and a lower transversal ordered interval space simultaneous.
A lower ordered statistical space is a pair (X, F), where X is an abstract set and F is a mapping of X × X into the set of all lower functions L. We shall denote the lower function F(p, q) by N p,q (x) or N p,q , whence the symbol N p,q (x) will denote the "value" of N p,q at x ∈ S. The functions N p,q are assumed to satisfy the following conditions: N p,q = N q,p , N p,q (c) = a for some c ∈ S, and N p,q (x) = b for x c if and only if p = q, (Em) and if N p,q (x) = b and N q,r (y) = b implies N p,r (max{x, y}) = b for all p, q, r ∈ X and for all x, y ∈ S.
In view of the condition N p,q (c) = a for some c ∈ S, which evidently, implies that An example of transversal lower ordered interval space is a lower ordered interval space which is a nonempty set X together with the function N p,q (x) with the following properties: N p,q = N q,p , N p,q (c) = a for some c ∈ S, (Em), and if there is a nondecreasing function τ :
for all p, q, r ∈ X and for all x, y c.
We notice, if we chosen a lower (ordered interval) bisection function d : Nm) ), then we immediate obtain that every lower ordered interval space, for ρ[p, q] = N p,q is a transversal lower ordered interval space; because in this case from (Nm) for y = x the following inequalities hold:
In connection with the preceding, a transversal lower ordered interval T -space is a pair (X, ρ), where X is a transversal lower ordered interval space and where the lower ordered transverse ρ [u, v] 
This space is a very characteristic example of transversal lower ordered interval spaces for further work.
The concept of a neighborhood in a lower transversal ordered interval space X for the lower interval ordered transverse ρ[p, q] = N p,q (x) in [a, b] for a b is the following. If p ∈ X, µ c for some c ∈ S, and σ b, then an (µ, σ)-neighborhood of p denoted by O p (µ, σ), is defined by 
From the preceding facts, in this topology a sequence {p n } n∈N in X converges to a point p ∈ X (in notation p n → p) if for some c ∈ S and for every µ c and every σ b, there exists an integer M(µ, σ), such that p n ∈ O p (µ, σ), i.e., ρ[p, p n ] = N p,pn (µ) σ whenever n ≥ M(µ, σ). In further, if T : X → X, then a function u → N u,T u (x) is ordered upper semicontinuous at ξ ∈ X if {u n } n∈N is a sequence in X and u n → ξ (n → ∞) implies that N ξ,T ξ (x) lim n→∞ N un,T un (x) for every x ∈ S.
In connection with the preceding, the sequence {p n } n∈N will be called fundamental in X if for some c ∈ S and for each µ c, σ b there is an integer M(µ, σ) such that ρ[p n , p m ] = N pn,pm (µ) σ whenever n, m ≥ M(µ, σ) or in an equivalent entry as
In analogy with the completion concept of metric space, a transversal lower ordered interval space X will be called complete if each fundamental sequence in X converges to an element in X.
In this paper, a mapping T of a transversal lower ordered interval space (X, ρ) into itself, for ρ[u, v] = N u,v (x), will be called a lower ordered interval contraction if there exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S, for some c ∈ S that is lim n→∞ N u,v ϕ n (t) = b for every t c, (Ar) and
for all u, v ∈ X and for all x c. 
If T is any lower ordered interval contraction mapping of X into itself, then there is a unique point p ∈ X such that T p = p. Moreover, T n q → p for each q ∈ X.
The proof of this statement is a totally analogous with the preceding proof of Theorem 1. Also a totally analogous with Theorem 2 is the following statement. We notice that with this result are connection: B o c ş a n -C o n s t a n t i n [7] , C o n s t a n t i n -I s t rǎ t e ş c u [12] , G ó r n i e w i c z [20] , I s t rǎ t e ş c u [24] , K a l e v a-S e i k k a l a [25] , O n i c e s c u [36] , S c h w e i z e r -S c l a r [43] , S eh g a l [44] , S e h g a l et. al. [45] , S h e r w o o d [46] , Š e r s t n e v [47] , S h a r m a [48] , and S i n g h et. al. [49] . 
If there exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S with the property (Ar) for some c ∈ S and if for each u ∈ X there is a positive integer n = n(u) such that
A brief proof of this statement based on the preceding facts, is special case for transversal lower probabilistic T -space, may be found in Tasković [55] .
As immediate consequence of the preceding Theorem 4 we obtain directly the following interesting cases of lower ordered interval contractive mappings:
(M') There exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S with the property (Ar) for some c ∈ S such that for each u, v ∈ X and for every x c the following inequality holds
If the interval [a, b] for a b is a totally ordered set, then as a directly consequence of Theorem 4 we obtain the following case of lower ordered interval contractive mappings:
(N') There is an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every t ∈ S with the property (Ar) and for all u, v ∈ X and for every x c that is
+ for a b and S = R, then we have the following two cases of lower ordered interval contractive mappings:
(S') There exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that for each p, q ∈ X, for some c ∈ R and for every x > c the following inequality holds
(R') There exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that for each u, v ∈ X,for some c ∈ R and for every x > c the following inequality holds
Annotations. In connection with the preceding facts, we notice that third characteristic example of a transversal lower ordered interval space is so-called lower edges ordered space of the form (X, ρ), where X is a nonempty set and ρ : X × X → 
for all x, y, z ∈ X. In this sense, an example, we can suppose that every increasing sequence of elements in (a, b] has a unique element as limit in (a, b] .
In this sense, in lower edges ordered space (X, ρ), the sequence {x n } n∈N lower converges (or lower edges ordered converges) to a point x ∈ X (in notation x n → x (n → ∞)) if for some increasing sequence {b n } n∈N in (a, b] which converges to b the following inequality holds in the form
or for n and m large enough. On the other hand, in connection with this, the sequence {x n } n∈N in X will be called lower fundamental (or lower edges ordered fundamental) if the following inequality holds in the form
or for n and m large enough, where the increasing sequence {b n } n∈N in (a, b] converges to b.
An lower edges ordered space (X, ρ) is called lower complete (or lower edges ordered complete) if any lower fundamental sequence {x n } n∈N in X is lower convergent (to a point of X, of course). For further results on lower edges ordered spaces see: T a s k o v i ć [57] .
Coincidence on middle transversal ordered interval spaces. In conection with this, the mappings T, f : X → X of a transversal middle ordered interval space X := (X, ρ, r) into itself for ρ[u, v] = M u,v (x) and r [u, v] = N u,v (x), will be called middle ordered interval contractions if there exists an increasing function ϕ : S → S such that t ϕ(t) for every c ∈ S, and for some x ∈ S that is (As) and (Ar) with the properties
and
for all u, v ∈ X and for every x c.
In conection with this we notice a middle transversal ordered interval space X will be called middle complete if X is upper and lower complete, simultaneous. Now, from Theorems 1 and 4 directly we obtain the following result for middle transversal ordered interval spaces in the following form as. If the mappings T, f : X → X are any middle ordered interval contractions mappings of X into itself, if for an arbitrary fixed x 0 ∈ X there exists x 1 ∈ X such that T (x 0 ) = f (x 1 ), and if T and f commutes, then T and f have a common unique fixed point ξ ∈ X, i.e., ξ = T (ξ) = f (ξ) for some ξ ∈ X.
The proof of this statement is a completely analogy with the proofs of the preceding statements for upper and lower transversal ordered interval spaces.
Applications and consequences
We notice that numerous questions in physics, chemistry, biology, and economics lead to nonlinear problems. In this sense the preceding concept of transversal ordered (upper and lower) interval spaces can be have fundamental role. An example of this is nonlinear numerical analysis by L. Collatz [11] . Also, this concept have very important applications in quantum particle physics particulary in connection with both string and ε ∞ -theory which were given and studied by El Naschie [18] .
In connection with this, as a consequence of the preceding facts, we have the following applications.
The functions ρ, r : X × X → A transversal middle ordered interval space is a set X := (X, ρ, r) together with given middle ordered interval transverses ρ, r : X × X → [a, b] for a b on X, where every increasing (or decreasing) sequence {u n } n∈N of elements in [a, b] has a unique element u ∈ [a, b] as limit (in notation u n → u or lim u n = u).
We notice that any metric space is a transversal middle ordered interval space, i.e., an upper and lower transversal ordered interval space, simultaneous.
K. M e n g e r introduced in 1928 and 1942 the notion of probabilistic metric spaces. O. K a l e v a and S. S e i k k a l a proved in 1984 that each Menger space, which is a special probabilistic metric space, can be considered as a fuzzy metric space.
Interesting, every fuzzy metric space is, de facto, also a lower ordered transversal space.
Let X be a nonempty set, E a set of all upper semicontinuous normal convex fuzzy numbers, G a set of all nonnegative fuzzy numbers of E and m : X × X → G. for all x, y, z ∈ X, where s ≥ λ 1 (x, z), r ≥ λ 1 (z, y) and s + r ≥ λ 1 (x, y), and such that
for all x, y, z ∈ X, where s ≤ λ 1 (x, z), u ≤ λ 1 (z, y), and s + u ≤ λ 1 (x, y). 2 → [0, 1] we chosen that is g = R (with the preceding properties), then we have that every fuzzy metric space is an upper ordered transversal space. This means, common with the preceding, that every fuzzy metric space, de facto, is an ordered middle transversal space.
Following A t a n a s s o v [4] and [5] , also, G e o r g e -V e e r a m a n i [19] , J. H. P a r k [39] have defined intuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces and obtained several classical statements on this structure. A l a c a et. al. [2] and [3] studied new properties of intuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces.
In this sense, a 5-tuple (X, M, N, * , ♦) is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space if X is an arbitrary set, * is a continuous t-norm, ♦ is a continuous t-conorm and M , N are fuzzy sets on X × X × R + (R + := (0, ∞)) satisfying, for all x, y, z ∈ X and s, t ∈ R + , the following conditions: M (x, y, t) + N (x, y, t) ≤ 1, M (x, y, t) > 0, M (x, y, t) = 1 if and only if x = y, M (x, y, t) = M (y, x, t), M (x, y, t) * M (y, z, s) ≤ M (x, z, t + s), t → M (x, y, t) and t → N (x, y, t) are continuous, N (x, y, t) > 0, N (x, y, t) = N (y, x, t), N (x, y, t) = 0 if and only if x = y, and N (x, y, t)♦N (y, z, s) ≥ N (x, z, t + s).
Then (M, N ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy metric on X. The functions M (x, y, t) and N (x, y, t) denote the degree of nearness and the degree of nonnearness between x and y with respect to t, respectively.
In an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space X, we notice that t → M (x, y, t) is nondecreasing, and t → N (x, y, t) is nonincreasing for all x, y ∈ X.
Every fuzzy metric space (X, M, * ) is an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space of the form (X, M, 1 − M, * , ♦) such that t-norm * and t-conorm ♦ are associated, i.e., x♦y := 1 − ((1 − x) * (1 − y)) for any x, y ∈ X.
We notice that, de facto, as an important example of transversal middle ordered interval spaces we have an intuitionistic metric space. For recently result of fixed points on intuitionistic metric spaces see: P a r k [39] , S a a d a t i et al. [41] , S h a r m a [48] , S i n g h et al. [49] , M o h a m a d [33] , P a n t [38] , K r a m o s i l -M i c h a l e k [32] , R a z a n i [40] , S a a d a t i [42] , and others.
On the other hand, S a a d a t i et al. [41] have defined the concept of L-fuzzy metric spaces and proved a common fixed point theorem for a pair of commutative mappings with linear contractive conditions. The definition of L-fuzzy metric spaces is given by S a a d a t i et al. [41] in the following sense.
Let L := (L, ) be a complete lattice, and U a nonempty set called universe. An L-fuzzy set A on U is defined as a mapping A : U → L. For each u ∈ U , A(u) represents the degree (in L) to which u satisfies A. We define 0:= inf L and , y) , z), and x x 1 and y y 1 implies L(x, y) L(x 1 , y 1 ).
The 3-tuple (X, M, L) is said to be an L-fuzzy metric space if X is an arbitrary nonempty set, L is a continuous t-norm on L and M is an L-fuzzy set on X ×X ×R + satisfying for all x, y, z ∈ X and t, s ∈ R + the following conditions: M (x, y, t) > 0, M (x, y, t) = 1 for every t ∈ R + if and only if x = y, M (x, y, t) = M (y, x, t), L (M (x, y, t), M (y, z, s)) M (x, z, t + s), and t → M (x, y, t) is continuous. In this case M is called an L-fuzzy metric.
In this sense, if for lower ordered bisection function d : Also, in the connection with the preceding transversal edges spaces, the functions ρ, r : X × X → [a, b] for a b are called middle edges ordered transverses on X (or middle edges ordered transversals) iff: ρ is an upper and r is a lower edges ordered transverse simultaneously.
A middle edges ordered space is a set X := (X, ρ, r) together with given middle edges ordered transverses ρ, r : X × X → [a, b] for a b on X. We notice that any intuitionistic fuzzy metric space is a middle edges ordered space, i.e., an upper and lower edges ordered space, simultaneously. For further facts of this see: Tasković [57] .
Also, we notice that any L-fuzzy metric space is an example of lower edges ordered spaces.
Asymptotic conditions on spring ordered spaces. Let X be a nonempty set and let P := (P, ) be a partially ordered set. The function A : X × X → [a, b) ⊂ P for a b is called an upper spring ordered transverse on a nonempty set (or upper spring ordered transversal) iff A(x, y) = a if and only if x = y for all x, y ∈ X.
An upper spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) is a nonempty set X together with a given upper spring ordered transverse A on X, where every decreasing sequence {u n } n∈N of elements in [a, b) has a unique element u ∈ [a, b) as limit (in notation u n → u (n → ∞)).
In 1986 we investigated the concept of upper spring ordered TCS-convergence in a space X, i.e., and upper spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) satisfies the condition of upper spring ordered TCS-convergence iff x ∈ X and if A(T n (x), T n+1 (x)) → a (n → ∞) implies that {T n (x)} n∈N has a convergent subsequence in X, by Tasković [57] .
We notice that the sequence {x n } n∈N in the upper spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) is convergent in notation x n → x (n → ∞) iff A(x n , x) → a as n → ∞. Theorem 7. Let T be a mapping of upper spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) into itself, where X satisfies the condition of upper spring ordered TCSconvergence. Suppose that for all x, y ∈ X there exist a sequence of functions {α n (x, y)} n∈N such that α n (x, y) → a (n → ∞) and positive integer m(x, y) such that A(T n (x), T n (y)) α n (x, y) for all n ≥ m(x, y), (R) where x → A(x, T (x)) is ordered lower semicontinuous, then T has a unique fixed point ξ ∈ X and T n (x) → ξ (n → ∞) for each x ∈ X.
A proof of this statement may be found in: T a s k o v i ć [57] . For second proof of this statement see: T a s k o v i ć [51] .
We notice that, from the preceding facts of this paper, we can give the following local form of this statement.
Theorem 8. (Localization of (R)
). Let T be a mapping of upper spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) into itself, where X satisfies the condition of upper spring ordered TCS-convergence. Suppose that for each x ∈ X there exist a sequence of functions {α n (x, T (x))} n∈N such that α n (x, T (x)) → a (n → ∞) and positive integer m(x, T (x)) such that A(T n (x), T n+1 (x)) α n (x, T (x)) for all n ≥ m(x, T (x)), where x → A(x, T (x)) is ordered lower semicountinuous, then T has at least one fixed point in X.
In the next, let X be a nonempty set and let P := (P, ) be a partially ordered set. The function A : X × X → (a, b] ⊂ P for a b is called a lower spring ordered transverse on a nonempty set (or lower spring ordered transversal) iff A(x, y) = b if and only if x = y for all x, y ∈ X.
A lower spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) is a nonempty set X together with a given lower spring ordered transverse A on X, where every increasing sequence {u n } n∈N of elements in (a, b] has a unique element u ∈ (a, b] as limit (in notation u n → u (n → ∞)).
In 1986 we investigated the concept of lower spring ordered TCS-convergence in a space X, i.e., a lower spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) satisfies the condition of lower spring ordered TCS-convergence iff x ∈ X and if A(T n (x), T n+1 (x)) → b (n → ∞) implies that {T n (x)} n∈N has a convergent subsequence in X by T a s k o v i ć [57] .
We notice that the sequence {x n } n∈N in the lower spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) is convergent in notation x n → x (n → ∞) iff A(x n , x) → b as n → ∞. Theorem 9. Let T be a mapping of lower spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) into itself, where X satisfies the condition of lower spring ordered TCSconvergence. Suppose that for all x, y ∈ X there exist a sequence of functions {α n (x, y)} n∈N such that α n (x, y) → b (n → ∞) and positive integer m(x, y) such that A(T n (x), T n (y)) α n (x, y) for all n ≥ m(x, y), (G) where x → A(x, T (x)) is ordered upper semicontinuous, then T has a unique fixed point ξ ∈ X and T n (x) → ξ (n → ∞) for each x ∈ X.
Theorem 10. (Localization of (G)). Let T be a mapping of lower spring ordered transversal space X := (X, A) into itself, where X satisfies the condition of lower spring ordered TCS-convergence. Suppose that for each x ∈ X there exist a sequence of functions {α n (x, T (x))} n∈N such that α n (x, T (x)) → b (n → ∞) and positive integer m(x, T (x)) such that A(T n (x), T n+1 (x)) α n (x, T (x)) for all n ≥ m(x, T (x)), where x → A(x, T (x)) is ordered upper semicountinuous, then T has at least one fixed point in X.
We notice that a middle spring ordered transversal space X is an upper spring ordered transversal space and a lower spring ordered transversal space simultaneous. For further facts on middle spring ordered transversal spaces see: T a s k o v i ć [57] .
